Abstract: 3D crop reconstruction with a high temporal resolution and by the use of non-destructive measuring technologies can support the automation of plant phenotyping processes. Thereby, the availability of such 3D data can give valuable information about the plant development and the interaction of the plant genotype with the environment. This article presents a new methodology for georeferenced 3D reconstruction of maize plant structure. For this purpose a total station, an IMU, and several 2D LiDARs with different orientations were mounted on an autonomous vehicle. By the multistep methodology presented, based on the application of the ICP algorithm for point cloud fusion, it was possible to perform the georeferenced point clouds overlapping. The overlapping point cloud algorithm showed that the aerial points (corresponding mainly to plant parts) were reduced to 1.5%-9% of the total registered data. The remaining were redundant or ground points. Through the inclusion of different LiDAR point of views of the scene, a more realistic representation of the surrounding is obtained by the incorporation of new useful information but also of noise. The use of georeferenced 3D maize plant reconstruction at different growth stages, combined with the total station accuracy could be highly useful when performing precision agriculture at the crop plant level.
Introduction
The systematic study of plants at their physical environment with a high temporal resolution can give valuable information about the growth of the plants under varying environmental conditions. In order to achieve that it is necessary to develop non-destructive measuring methodologies of plant growth. These methodologies should automate the process of plant phenotyping in order to assess complex plant traits. The plant responses to stress have proven to be strongly related with the 3D plant structure [1] . Plant canopy structure affects many biological plant processes like growth, evapotranspiration, and photosynthesis [2] . Consequently, plant phenotyping by using sensor-based 3D plant structures can give valuable information about the plant development and the interaction of the plant genotype with the environment [3] .
A wide region of applications related to agriculture can be found in the literature with the aim to develop a sensor-based 3D canopy reconstruction of a plant or a tree [4] . This became feasible with the high increase of computational power and the reduction of sensor prices. One of the first studies in 3D plant reconstruction was performed by Ivanov et al. in [5] using stereovision. In this research, the leaf position and orientation of maize plants were defined from images taken from different viewpoints. The 3D digital model of a maize plant was discussed in [6] based on photogrammetry. The specific methodology also allowed to track the development of the maize plant under different growth stages, which is important for computer simulations. Structured light-based 3D reconstruction is presented in [7] using multiple pairs of high-resolution digital cameras. A time-of-flight (ToF) camera for corn plants' 3D holographic reconstruction under a controlled environment is utilized in [8] .
In the same work, a methodology is proposed for morphological phenotype extraction, including stem diameter, leaf length, leaf area, and leaf angle. The consumer-gaming interface Microsoft Kinect has been used for digitization and visualization of potted greenhouse tomato plants in indoor environments [9] and for poplar trees outdoors [10] . Ultrasonic sensors have been also used to detect canopy structure and density, mainly for adjusting canopy spraying machines [11] . New researches incorporate electromagnetic sensors for structural-geometrical modelling of orchard trees [12] . Utilizing structure-from-motion (SfM) combined with multi-view stereo (MVS) methodology [13] phenotyping of tomato plants was performed. The results indicated a high level of reliability of the presented phenotyping methodology, especially at the organ-level. A 3D near-infrared (NIR)-laser triangulation scanner was used in [3] to estimate growth and structural information from plants.
According to two reviews regarding sensor technology, one for imaging techniques for plant phenotyping [4] and another one for geometric characterization of tree crops [14] , the most widely-accepted and most promising sensor for 3D plant reconstruction is light detection and ranging (LiDAR). This can be justified by the large number of applications that are found in the literature. To name a few, in [15] LiDAR measurements from an apple orchard are used to enable the adjustment of pesticide output from an axial fan sprayer based on different scaling parameters. A tractor-mounted scanning 2D LiDAR system is utilized in [16] for acquiring the tree-row structure in orchards and vineyards. In [17] this system was expanded using a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) in order to georeference the LiDAR measurements. In [18] a four-wheel cart was developed in order to detect corn plant location and spacing using a 2D LiDAR. The combination of a LiDAR and a light curtain system is described in [19] for tree stem classification in nurseries. The advantage of using the light curtain system is highlighted as it reduces complexity level of data processing.
In order to get a georeferenced 3D reconstruction of the canopy, integration or synchronization with a positioning system is required for georeferencing LiDAR data that have been acquired from different viewpoints or different time instances [4] . The most common ways to achieve that is by using optical encoders placed on the wheel of the vehicle that is carrying the sensors or by using a GNSS. The accuracy of the positioning system should be high enough (a few cm) to be able to use its information for point cloud registration [17] . More accurate positioning devices could be utilized, such as total stations that have an accuracy at the mm level. Commonly, these devices are used in the domain of civil engineering and provide a higher accuracy compared to satellite-based positioning methods. Recent total stations offer robotic dynamic tracking of a prism, and if it is mounted on an agricultural vehicle, the total station automatically follows the prism movements and continuously recording the distance and angle (horizontal and vertical). The total station used in the following experiments has been examined for its accuracy advantage compared to the real-time kinematic (RTK)-GNSS under real in-field conditions [20] .
As already mentioned, for a full coverage of the plant surface to be obtained, 3D point clouds of the plants are necessary. These point clouds are acquired from LiDAR sensors with simultaneous different viewpoints, or from the same sensor but for different views on discrete time-instances. The problem that arises is how to register and fuse these overlapping 3D point clouds in a single coordinate system. The georeferencing procedures as described above ease this task as all the acquired 3D point clouds have already been transformed in the same coordinate system. Many algorithms have been proposed in the last decades that solve this problem, such as the graduated assignment algorithm based on a neural network/statistical physics network [21] or iterative closest point (ICP) [22] . Among these, the ICP algorithm is one of the most attractive [23] due to simple implementation. This algorithm can be used to produce a precise 3D model of a crop through the fusion of different LiDAR's positions [24] . As additional LiDAR's views are added to the fused point cloud, a lower standard error is obtained. From a given number of LiDAR views the error does not decrease any more [25] .
The main goal of this research was to develop a methodology for 3D maize plant reconstruction based on overlapping different georeferenced 3D point clouds, provided by different LiDAR's orientation and time instances. Thereby, in future research, individual plant characteristics can be extracted from this 3D point cloud outcome. The LiDAR data acquisition under different growth stages of the plants will allow a 4D maize plant reconstruction by simulating the development of the crop over time. Accurate 3D reconstruction of crop plants will also permit the use of precision agriculture applications to be implemented. Tasks like automated mechanical weeding or precise spraying could be performed according to crop state. The big advantage of accurate georeferencing over time is that other georeferenced data (e.g., satellite data, yield maps, etc.) can be integrated to the existing fused 3D point cloud.
Materials and Methods

Hardware, Sensors and Configuration
A small four-wheel autonomous robot called "Talos", developed at the University of Hohenheim, was used to move the sensors between the maize crop rows. On this robot, different sensors were installed (see Figure 1 ): three LiDARs, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and a prism which was tracked by a total station for georeferencing [26] .
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Materials and Methods
Hardware, Sensors and Configuration
A small four-wheel autonomous robot called "Talos", developed at the University of Hohenheim, was used to move the sensors between the maize crop rows. On this robot, different sensors were installed (see Figure 1 ): three LiDARs, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and a prism which was tracked by a total station for georeferencing [26] . The model chosen for LiDAR sensors was the LMS 111 (SICK AG, Waldkirch, Germany). Its main characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . The model chosen for LiDAR sensors was the LMS 111 (SICK AG, Waldkirch, Germany). Its main characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . Each LiDAR was installed with a different orientation and at a different location: horizontally, mounted at the front of the robot at a height of 0.2 m above the ground level; push-broom or inclined at an angle of 30˝, mounted at the front of the robot at a height of 0.58 m; and vertically, mounted at the back of the robot at a height of 0.2 m (see Figure 1) .
In all LiDAR sensors, two digital filters were activated for optimizing the measured distance values: a fog filter (becoming less sensitive in the near range (up to approx. 4 m); and a N-pulse-to-1-pulse filter, which filters out the first reflected pulse in case that two pulses are reflected by two objects during a measurement [27] .
To acquire the three dimensional orientation of the robot in space during the field experiments, a VN-100 IMU (VectorNav, Dallas, TX, USA) was placed at the center of the robot. The accuracy values of the sensor were 2.0˝RMS for the heading at static and dynamic mode, and 0.5˝RMS and 1.0˝RMS for both pitch and roll in static and dynamic mode, respectively.
In order to georeference the acquired LiDAR data, a SPS930 Universal Total Station was used (Trimble, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), with a distance measurement accuracy in tracking prism mode of˘(4 mm + 2 ppm). For that tracking mode, a Trimble MT900 Machine Target Prism was mounted on top of the robot, at the same axis as the IMU, and at a height of 1.07 m to always guarantee line of sight to the total station (see Figure 1) . To ensure that all heights measured by the total station were positive, the software of the Total Station was configured in a way that the device had a height of 2 m above the ground, when in reality it was located only 1.2 m above the ground. The total station data was sent to a Yuma 2 rugged tablet computer (Trimble, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), which was connected to the robot computer via a serial RS232 interface for continuous data exchange. Five fixed control ground points were used for setting up the total station. In the specific setup the total station position was chosen as the origin of the coordinate system. If a predefined geodetic coordinate reference system (e.g., WGS84) is desired, the absolute coordinates of the fixed ground points are measured and are given as parameters during the total station set up. This variation does not affect the presented methodology.
Sensor acquisition and recording was accomplished by an embedded computer, equipped with an i3-Quadcore 3.3 GHz processor, 4 GB RAM and SSD hard drive. The robot computer ran on Linux (Ubuntu 14.04) and used the Robot Operating System (ROS-Indigo) middleware. The communications between the sensors and the robot computer were performed via RS232 interface for the IMU and Yuma 2; and via Ethernet for the LiDARs. All sensor data were time-stamped, according to the computer system time, and individually saved, respecting their acquisition frequencies: 25, 15, and 40 Hz for the LiDAR, total station, and IMU, respectively.
Field Experiments
Five rows of maize were seeded in a greenhouse to be independent of weather conditions. The row length was 5.2 m, while the width was defined as usual in maize to 0.75 m, with 41 plants per row. A theoretical distance between plants of 0.13 m was considered. The five rows were seeded with a standard deviation of 0.019, 0.017, 0.006, 0.048, and 0.047 m, respectively (see Figure 2) , as is usually the result of seeding machines.
Data acquisition was performed when the crop was, mostly, at V3 leaf stage (by leaf collar method [28] ), with an average height of 0.25 m. The robot movement was driven by a remote joystick, automatically adjusting the speed, at every path (between the cultivation lines) and direction (go and return) (see Figure 2 ), resulting in a total of eight recorded datasets. The average speed was around 0.06 m/s in order to acquire a high data density.
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Data Processing
This section explains the proposed methodology for getting the aerial point clouds of the maize crop rows referenced to the total station coordinates. This is a necessary prerequisite to perform the georeferenced overlapping of the aerial crop point clouds. For this purpose, it was necessary to conduct a pre-processing of the data, which was followed by a number of transformations and translations: (1) from the total station to the LiDAR sensor; and (2) from the LiDAR sensor to the scanned point. This process was repeated for each LiDAR, taking into account its location on the frame of the robot and its orientation.
Pre-Processing Data
Data pre-processing was performed, at each sensor used, in a different way. For this study, an off-line Matlab R2015a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) process was used with actual field data collected during the field experiments.
The first step for the IMU data was to adapt the sensor coordinate system, depending on robot direction. Once the coordinate system was adjusted, a Savitzky-Golay FIR (Finite-Impulse Response) smoothing filter was applied, also known as polynomial smoothing or least-squares smoothing filter. This type of filter can preserve the high-frequency content of the desired signal, at the expense of not removing as much noise as the FIR averager [29] . The filter parameters were a polynomial order of seven and a frame size of 51.
Regarding total station's data, the timestamp was adjusted given its latency over radio (40 ms), specified at the sensor technical data sheet [30] .
In the case of the LiDARs sensors, the data was filtered to eliminate false positives or all those that did not contribute relevant information, considering only those detections with a distance between 0.03 m and 10 m, and with a remission value (reflectance percentage values from the laser pulse intensity) between 200 and 1000. Later, the resulting detections were transformed from polar to Cartesian coordinates, using the horizontal LiDAR coordinate system as a reference. The actual orientation of each LiDAR was considered during the subsequent applied transformations.
Data analysis was performed as long as information from all three sensors (total station, IMU, and LiDAR) was available. This could be justified by the sensor's timestamp. Lastly, at every dataset, Figure 2 . Representation of the total station location (*), the directions travelled by the robot during data acquisition, and the plant positions of the five maize rows (¨).
Data Processing
Pre-Processing Data
Data analysis was performed as long as information from all three sensors (total station, IMU, and LiDAR) was available. This could be justified by the sensor's timestamp. Lastly, at every dataset, IMU and total station data were interpolated by the Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial (PCHIP) method [31] , to each LiDAR data timestamp.
Serial Transformations and Translations From Total Station to LiDAR Sensor
Due to the robot rigid body aluminium frame that was carrying the sensors, a static transformation and translation was performed, from the prism-tracked by the total station-to each LiDAR sensor. Thus, the relative coordinates (referred to the total station's coordinate system) of each LiDAR and for each timestamp was obtained. For that, three steps were followed (see Figures 3 and 4 ):
Firstly, the LiDARs' coordinates at the robot's coordinate system px
LiDAR q were obtained, taking into account the prism as the origin, following the rigid translation (see Equation (1)) values of each LiDAR (see translation values at Table 2) . Secondly, a transformation for evaluating the three dimensional orientation of the robot was applied at the coordinates obtained for each LiDAR (see Equation (2)). For that, the IMU values (roll "ϕ", pitch "θ", and yaw "ψ") were considered at the LiDAR's timestamp "t" px
Finally, a second translation was performed (see Equation (2)) from the prism-tracked coordinates to the total station for that specific timestamp px prism t , y prism t , z prism t q. Thus, the LiDAR coordinates at the total station's coordinate system for the evaluated time px LiDAR t , y LiDAR t , z LiDAR t q were obtained. Once the LiDAR sensor's coordinates at the total station's coordinates system at the evaluated timestamp "t" were obtained, the next step was to convert the local LiDAR point cloud, for that time, into total station's coordinates system. For that, four steps were followed (see Figures 3 and 4 ):
The starting points were the Cartesian coordinates obtained at every LiDAR scan, using the horizontal orientation as reference, for the evaluated time px 1
In order to integrate the LiDAR's scan into the robot's coordinate system, a different transformation px 1 ϕ , y 1 θ , z 1 ψ q was applied (see Equation (3)) depending on the LiDAR's orientation and the robot's direction (see Table 2 ). Table 2 presents the first rough calibration of the LiDAR's positions and orientations. This was performed using a measuring tape and a bullseye level for the two-dimensional plane levelling (roll and pitch angles). An angle meter was used for precise measurement of the inclined LiDAR slope. The thorough calibrations were performed later on during the implementation of the ICP algorithm at the point cloud overlapping.
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Finally, a translation from the LiDAR coordinates to the total station's coordinate system for the evaluated time "t" px LiDAR t , y LiDAR t , z LiDAR t q was performed (see Equation (4)); thereby each LiDAR scanned point at the total station's coordinate system px point t , y point t , z point t q was obtained. 
Point Cloud Overlapping
For developing the proposed methodology (i.e., georeferenced overlapping of point clouds for three-dimensional maize plant reconstruction), each LiDAR orientation processed data was evaluated individually (see Figure 5) . Thus, considering the goal of this research, it was possible to determine which configurations were satisfactory.
Surroundings characterization by the horizontal LiDAR's orientation was directly related to ground unevenness as its scanned points were at a larger distance compared to the other two LiDARs. In case of a leveled surface, only a small part of the plant will be detected by obtaining a single cross section for each plant at the corresponding LiDAR height. The soil will not be detected, thereby hampering the procedure of noise removal. If the robot suffers fluctuations or moves on a sloping 
Surroundings characterization by the horizontal LiDAR's orientation was directly related to ground unevenness as its scanned points were at a larger distance compared to the other two LiDARs. In case of a leveled surface, only a small part of the plant will be detected by obtaining a single cross section for each plant at the corresponding LiDAR height. The soil will not be detected, thereby hampering the procedure of noise removal. If the robot suffers fluctuations or moves on a sloping ground (e.g., a small downslope suffered by the "Talos" robot, see Figure 5c ), a greater number of incorrect plant detections would be obtained (not just at the LiDAR height), making possible the ground detection in a higher distance as LiDAR and ground plane are not parallel. In this way, a horizontal LiDAR's orientation could be useful for row navigation of an autonomous vehicle, but not for plant reconstruction, as the plant detections are limited. Thus, its use was discarded for the purpose of the present study, which was based on the vertical and inclined LiDAR's orientations.
To do the evaluations of the aerial point clouds (of the selected LiDAR's orientation: vertical and inclined), in addition to their shapes and resolutions, it was also important to evaluate the outlier effect obtained at each orientation. According to a previous study: "An outlier is an observation that deviates so much from other observations. It can be caused by different sources and they are mainly measurements that do not belong to the local neighborhood and do not obey the local surface geometry" [32] .
This effect is enhanced when smaller objects than the footprint of the laser beam are detected. In these cases, instead of registering a clear detection, in which the entire beam hits the object, the reflected pulse received at the LiDAR will belong partially (depending on the shutter percentage) to the desired object, as well as to the unwished second target, which is behind the first one.
ground To do the evaluations of the aerial point clouds (of the selected LiDAR's orientation: vertical and inclined), in addition to their shapes and resolutions, it was also important to evaluate the outlier effect obtained at each orientation. According to a previous study: "An outlier is an observation that deviates so much from other observations. It can be caused by different sources and they are mainly measurements that do not belong to the local neighborhood and do not obey the local surface geometry" [32] .
In this regard, Sanz-Cortiella et al. in [33] evaluated the effect of partial blockages of the beam on the distance measured by the LiDAR, deducting that distance value depends more on the blocked radiant power than on the blocked surface area of the beam, and that there was an area of influence which was dependent on the shutter percentage. In their case, this varied from 1.5 to 2.5 m with respect to the foreground target, so if the second impact of the laser beam occurred within that range it would affect the measurement given by the sensor. However, when the second target was outside In this regard, Sanz-Cortiella et al. in [33] evaluated the effect of partial blockages of the beam on the distance measured by the LiDAR, deducting that distance value depends more on the blocked radiant power than on the blocked surface area of the beam, and that there was an area of influence which was dependent on the shutter percentage. In their case, this varied from 1.5 to 2.5 m with respect to the foreground target, so if the second impact of the laser beam occurred within that range it would affect the measurement given by the sensor. However, when the second target was outside this area of influence, the sensor ignored this second target and gave the distance to the first impact target. Thereby, its understanding was an essential process before the point clouds overlapping, adjusting the noise removal filter to their need. Vertical LiDAR's orientation provided basically the plant projection. Its resolution was greatly affected by the robot's speed. Consequently, keeping the speed constant (automatically) was of great importance. On the other hand, the inclined LiDAR's orientation had a wider field of view, and the plants were detected more than once by different beam angles and at different times. Due to this inclined orientation, the robot's speed was not that crucial as it was for the vertical orientation. For the inclined LiDAR, the ground roughness was highly important, as the detections were performed at a larger distance. Therefore, small precision flaws during the transformations would affect, to a greater extent, the point cloud's precision (see Figure 5) .
Regarding the outlier effect, cumulative observations were detected from the vertical LiDAR's orientation. These detections were mainly at the back side of the plant in respect to the LiDAR view, in line with the projection angle of the scan. The outlier shape remained constant as the plants were scanned just once. On the other hand, the outlier shape which was obtained from the inclined LiDAR's orientation was not constant. In this case, each plant was detected at different scan angle and at different time, requiring a more exhaustive filtering (see Figure 5) .
The 3D point cloud overlapping was performed at each path and crop line using both go and return robot's travelling direction. Thus, by manual distance delimitation, four different 3D point clouds were used for each row: vertical and inclined go and return.
The aerial point data cloud was extracted by a succession of pre-filters. In the first place, all the points which did not provide new information were removed using a gridding filter, thus reducing the size of the point cloud. Then, the point cloud noise was reduced by a sparse outlier removal filter [34] , making the application of the RANSAC algorithm easier, in order to distinguish the aerial from the ground points. The applied pre-filters were:
1.
Gridding filter: returns a down sampled point cloud using box grid filter. GridStep specifies the size of a 3D box. Points within the same box are merged to a single point in the output (see Table 3 ).
2.
Noise Removal filter: returns a filtered point cloud that removes outliers. A point is considered to be an outlier if the average distance to its K nearest neighbors is above a threshold [34] (see Table 3 ). In the case of the inclined LiDAR's orientation it was necessary to apply serially, as mentioned earlier, a second noise removal filter. 3.
RANSAC fit plane: this function, developed by Peter Kovesi [35] , uses the RANSAC algorithm to robustly fit a plane. It only requires the selection of the distance threshold value between a data point and the defined plane to decide whether a point is an inlier or not. For plane detection, which was the same as ground detection in our case, the evaluations were conducted at every defined evaluation interval or vehicle advance (see Table 3 ). To perform the point cloud data overlapping, considering only the resulting aerial points from the previous process, serial fusions were performed. Firstly, the aerial vertical point clouds (go and return) were fused, followed by the aerial inclined point cloud when the robot goes, and finally by the aerial inclined point cloud when the robot returns (see Figure 6 ). The required steps for point cloud fusion were:
4.
Iterative Closest Point (ICP): the ICP algorithm takes two point clouds as an input and returns the rigid transformation (rotation matrix R and translation vector T) that best aligns the new point cloud to the previous referenced point cloud. It is using the least squares minimization criterion [36] . The starting referenced point cloud was the one obtained by the vertical LiDAR's orientation when going.
5.
Gridding filter: the same 3D box size was considered, as defined at the aerial point cloud extraction (see Table 3 ).
cloud to the previous referenced point cloud. It is using the least squares minimization criterion [36] . The starting referenced point cloud was the one obtained by the vertical LiDAR's orientation when going. 5. Gridding filter: the same 3D box size was considered, as defined at the aerial point cloud extraction (see Table 3 ). Table 3 shows the parameter values that were chosen during the point clouds overlapping. In order to achieve a fine resolution or detailed characterization of the plant impacts during the point's merge process, a box grid filter length of 3 mm was selected. For ground removal, the RANSAC algorithm was performed within a factor of 1.5 of the theoretical distance between the plants, thus ensuring its adaptation to ground relief and the presence of maize plants at each interval, and not only ground detections that would result in a malfunction of the algorithm. For ensuring complete ground detection, the distance threshold was set 3.5 times higher than the statistical LiDAR error.
Regarding noise removal filter parameters, nearest neighbor points were used to adjust the sensitivity of the filter to noise. By decreasing the value of nearest neighbor points a more sensitive filter was obtained. On the other hand, the outlier threshold set the standard deviation from the mean of the average distance to neighbors of all points, to assess whether the point is an outlier or not. By increasing the value of outlier threshold a more sensitive filter was obtained. A neighbor point's parameter was evaluated by keeping constant the outlier threshold to its default value equal to one. This was accomplished by trial and error, selecting those filter values that better reduce the point cloud noise without losing much useful information. Figure 7 presents the front (XZ) and lateral (YZ) view during vertical orientation noise removal filter evaluation for five, 10, and 20 of nearest neighbor points. Figure 7 shows how, by increasing the number of considered neighbors, a greater number of outliers were removed, but eliminating at the same time useful information (see the removed maize at the left side in Figure 7c ). At the vertical orientation the number of neighbors was configured to a value of 10. On the other hand, the inclined orientation, with a more dispersed but less dense point cloud, needed the inclusion of a previous noise removal filter. For this filter the same approach as at the vertical orientation was followed. Table 3 shows the parameter values that were chosen during the point clouds overlapping. In order to achieve a fine resolution or detailed characterization of the plant impacts during the point's merge process, a box grid filter length of 3 mm was selected. For ground removal, the RANSAC algorithm was performed within a factor of 1.5 of the theoretical distance between the plants, thus ensuring its adaptation to ground relief and the presence of maize plants at each interval, and not only ground detections that would result in a malfunction of the algorithm. For ensuring complete ground detection, the distance threshold was set 3.5 times higher than the statistical LiDAR error.
Regarding noise removal filter parameters, nearest neighbor points were used to adjust the sensitivity of the filter to noise. By decreasing the value of nearest neighbor points a more sensitive filter was obtained. On the other hand, the outlier threshold set the standard deviation from the mean of the average distance to neighbors of all points, to assess whether the point is an outlier or not. By increasing the value of outlier threshold a more sensitive filter was obtained. A neighbor point's parameter was evaluated by keeping constant the outlier threshold to its default value equal to one. This was accomplished by trial and error, selecting those filter values that better reduce the point cloud noise without losing much useful information. Figure 7 presents the front (XZ) and lateral (YZ) view during vertical orientation noise removal filter evaluation for five, 10, and 20 of nearest neighbor points. Figure 7 shows how, by increasing the number of considered neighbors, a greater number of outliers were removed, but eliminating at the same time useful information (see the removed maize at the left side in Figure 7c ). At the vertical orientation the number of neighbors was configured to a value of 10. On the other hand, the inclined orientation, with a more dispersed but less dense point cloud, needed the inclusion of a previous noise removal filter. For this filter the same approach as at the vertical orientation was followed. Table 4 presents the raw point cloud data obtained during the experiment. An initial manual delimitation was performed based on row dimensions. As the greenhouse terrain was mostly flat, a low number of detections were acquired by the horizontal LiDAR, representing only the 6.5% of the total detections. On the opposite side, almost two-thirds (65.8%) of the raw detections were acquired by the vertical LiDAR. The inclined LiDAR contributed 27.7%. Clearly, for each row direction (go or return) the sum of points for all three LiDARs (vertical, inclined, and horizontal) is 100%.
Results and Discussion
As it was mentioned in the previous section, horizontal LiDAR information was discarded. This Table 4 presents the raw point cloud data obtained during the experiment. An initial manual delimitation was performed based on row dimensions. As the greenhouse terrain was mostly flat, a low number of detections were acquired by the horizontal LiDAR, representing only the 6.5% of the total detections. On the opposite side, almost two-thirds (65.8%) of the raw detections were acquired by the vertical LiDAR. The inclined LiDAR contributed 27.7%. Clearly, for each row direction (go or return) the sum of points for all three LiDARs (vertical, inclined, and horizontal) is 100%.
As it was mentioned in the previous section, horizontal LiDAR information was discarded. This decision was taken, in addition to its reduced contribution, due to the non-viable implementation of the proposed methodology on its point cloud pattern, as ground detection was required by the RANSAC fit plane function. Table 5 shows the point cloud reduction of the vertical and inclined LiDAR data during the filtering process and the aerial point cloud extraction. As an example, considering the point cloud obtained by the vertical LiDAR's orientation when the robot was going for the path 1 and row 2, Figure 8 shows the results at each aerial point cloud extraction process step. While the original point cloud consisted of 135,406 scan detections, they were reduced by 4.1% and 3.9% once the grid and noise removal filters were applied, respectively.
In the filtered point cloud, the RANSAC algorithm was used. This made possible to divide the ground detections, defined by the fit plane, from the aerial detections (represented by brown and green at the Figure 8c) . The aerial point cloud was always represented by a small part (<10%) of the recorded detections at the original point cloud. This percentage was depended on the used LiDAR orientation (2.7% for our example). This low percentage of points under consideration facilitated the processing time of the subsequent steps, increasing at the same time the accuracy of the ICP algorithm.
The inclined LiDAR raw data were almost three times less than compared with the raw data of the vertical LiDAR (see Table 4 ). This difference in number of points disappears when the aerial points outcome is considered solely, where an equal percentage was contributed by each LiDAR orientation (vertical and inclined) (see Table 5 ). This could be explained by considering that plants are detected more than once by the inclined LiDAR, while this detection is performed only once by the vertical LiDAR.
Remote Sens. 2015, 7 page-page Continuing with the same example, Figure 9 shows the point cloud result during aerial point cloud fusion by the vertical LiDAR's orientation when the robot was going and returning for the path 1 and row 2. The ICP algorithm was applied as soon as the aerial points were defined. The number of detections for going and returning that corresponding to aerial points were 3667 and 3333, respectively (see Table 6 ). Equation (5) set out the rigid transformation results (Euler angles R in degrees and translation vector T "XYZ" in m) that best align the vertical returning point cloud to the vertical going point cloud. Similarly, Equation (6) sets out the average rigid transformation obtained after all fusions during the experiment. Figure 9c presents the resulting point cloud fusion, after applying the rigid ICP transformation. Figure 10 shows a zoom in plants presented at Figure 9 , in order to provide a better felling of the agreement between the different point clouds. Continuing with the same example, Figure 9 shows the point cloud result during aerial point cloud fusion by the vertical LiDAR's orientation when the robot was going and returning for the path 1 and row 2. The ICP algorithm was applied as soon as the aerial points were defined. The number of detections for going and returning that corresponding to aerial points were 3667 and 3333, respectively (see Table 6 ). Equation (5) set out the rigid transformation results (Euler angles R in degrees and translation vector T "XYZ" in m) that best align the vertical returning point cloud to the vertical going point cloud. Similarly, Equation (6) sets out the average rigid transformation obtained after all fusions during the experiment. Figure 9c presents the resulting point cloud fusion, after applying the rigid ICP transformation. Figure 10 shows a zoom in plants presented at Figure 9 , in order to provide a better felling of the agreement between the different point clouds. On Table 6 the first column on the right is the total amount of aerial points for each row and for the entire experiment. As it can be seen the total amount of aerial points was 55,083 (100%). The obtained values expose that 51.9% of the final aerial points were provided by the vertical LiDAR. The rest 48.1% was provided by the inclined LiDAR. In Table 6 the percentage for each LiDAR, the going and returning are also presented. On Table 6 the first column on the right is the total amount of aerial points for each row and for the entire experiment. As it can be seen the total amount of aerial points was 55,083 (100%). The obtained values expose that 51.9% of the final aerial points were provided by the vertical LiDAR. The rest 48.1% was provided by the inclined LiDAR. In Table 6 the percentage for each LiDAR, the going and returning are also presented. On Table 6 the first column on the right is the total amount of aerial points for each row and for the entire experiment. As it can be seen the total amount of aerial points was 55,083 (100%).
The obtained values expose that 51.9% of the final aerial points were provided by the vertical LiDAR. The rest 48.1% was provided by the inclined LiDAR. In Table 6 the percentage for each LiDAR, the going and returning are also presented. Table 6 . Aerial point cloud provided during the data fusion (V:vertical LiDAR orientation; I:inclined LiDAR orientation). The percentage of the contributed points of each step during the fusion process is also presented.
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As new point clouds were overlapping, provided by different LiDAR's orientation (vertical and inclined) and time instances (go and return), a more realistic 3D reconstruction was obtained. Through the serial inclusion of the four views (vertical go (Figure 11a ), plus vertical return (Figure 11b ), plus inclined go (Figure 11c) , and plus inclined return (Figure 11d) ), additional scanning data were provided. Taking into account only one LiDAR single-view, not all aerial points which define a plant were considered. Through the incorporation of new LiDAR views, these aerial points's exclusion is reduced. By this inclusion process, different points of view of the scene were taken into account, resulting in a more realistic representation of the surrounding area. There is a point where extra information, by the inclusion of a new LiDAR view, may introduce noise to the fused point cloud. In this way, the inclusion of different LiDAR views should be carefully examined, as it may not only incorporate new useful information but also noise (see Figure 11d) . As new point clouds were overlapping, provided by different LiDAR's orientation (vertical and inclined) and time instances (go and return), a more realistic 3D reconstruction was obtained. Through the serial inclusion of the four views (vertical go (Figure 11a ), plus vertical return ( Figure  11b ), plus inclined go (Figure 11c ), and plus inclined return (Figure 11d) ), additional scanning data were provided. Taking into account only one LiDAR single-view, not all aerial points which define a plant were considered. Through the incorporation of new LiDAR views, these aerial points's exclusion is reduced. By this inclusion process, different points of view of the scene were taken into account, resulting in a more realistic representation of the surrounding area. There is a point where extra information, by the inclusion of a new LiDAR view, may introduce noise to the fused point cloud. In this way, the inclusion of different LiDAR views should be carefully examined, as it may not only incorporate new useful information but also noise (see Figure 11d ). Figure 12 shows the final point cloud once the georeferenced overlapping process of the eight trips was completed (go and return at every path), allowing the visualization of the five maize rows on which the entire experiment was performed. A low number of aerial points detected at the end of row three can be seen (background of the middle row according to the figure) . This highlights the seedling emergence problems that these plants had. Figure 12 also shows a greater outlier effect at the first maize row (y-axis coordinates from 3.0 to 3.6 m). The wall that delimited the greenhouse was very close to this row (about one meter) causing a second impact of the laser beam within the area of Figure 12 shows the final point cloud once the georeferenced overlapping process of the eight trips was completed (go and return at every path), allowing the visualization of the five maize rows on which the entire experiment was performed. A low number of aerial points detected at the end of row three can be seen (background of the middle row according to the figure). This highlights the seedling emergence problems that these plants had. Figure 12 also shows a greater outlier effect at the first maize row (y-axis coordinates from 3.0 to 3.6 m). The wall that delimited the greenhouse was very close to this row (about one meter) causing a second impact of the laser beam within the area of influence and thereby affecting the measurement given by the sensor. Figure 10 . Detail of the aerial point cloud provided during the data fusion process at path 1 and row 2. (a) Vertical Go; (b) Vertical Go + Return; (c) Vertical + Inclined Go; (d) Vertical + Inclined; and (e) actual plants. Figure 12 shows the final point cloud once the georeferenced overlapping process of the eight trips was completed (go and return at every path), allowing the visualization of the five maize rows on which the entire experiment was performed. A low number of aerial points detected at the end of row three can be seen (background of the middle row according to the figure). This highlights the seedling emergence problems that these plants had. Figure 12 also shows a greater outlier effect at the first maize row (y-axis coordinates from 3.0 to 3.6 m). The wall that delimited the greenhouse was very close to this row (about one meter) causing a second impact of the laser beam within the area of influence and thereby affecting the measurement given by the sensor. 
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Conclusions
A new methodology for georeferenced 3D reconstruction of maize plant structure during the first stages of development has been proposed. This has been accomplished using a combination of a total station, an IMU, several LiDAR point clouds with different angles and timestamps provided 
A new methodology for georeferenced 3D reconstruction of maize plant structure during the first stages of development has been proposed. This has been accomplished using a combination of a total station, an IMU, several LiDAR point clouds with different angles and timestamps provided by a moving on autonomous vehicle, and a complex multistep algorithm for data processing. For point cloud overlapping, a filtering process was conducted in order to down sample the data by merging, removing the noise, and obtaining the aerial points once the ground was detected. The application of the ICP algorithm proved to be very important during point cloud fusion by finding the best translation and rotation matrices that minimize an error metric based on the distance between point clouds. Through its application, sensors and transformation errors (from total station, IMU, and LiDAR) were adjusted to the reference point cloud. From the results it was proved that the orientation of the LiDAR is important and specifically in relation to the number of final aerial points that are used for the 3D plant reconstruction.
The proposed methodology can help the aim of developing a georeferenced 3D plant reconstruction of an entire crop. The produced 3D plant structure can be used for plant phenotyping purposes in order to detect complex plant traits. Having a georeferenced 3D reconstruction of the crop from different growth stages, other time-stamped georeferenced data can be fused to the existing crop reconstruction. Finally, the use of the total station and the level of accuracy that this sensor provides to the final 3D crop reconstruction, can offer a big advantage when performing precision farming related applications. More specifically, it can help towards crop protection using autonomous machines or harvesting utilizing robotic systems.
In turn, the proposed methodology could be useful for other LiDAR data processing when plant and ground are detected (prerequisite for RANSAC's application). This might be the case of point clouds acquired of other plants, crops, or trees, whether from a UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle) or from a UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), which allow the data collection from different inclination angles due to their high maneuverability.
For the purpose of conducting a method for verifying the aerial points obtained in this article, further work is required by comparing these results with the images recorded during the experiments by a Kinect (Microsoft, Washington, DC, USA), using its depth information and green channel.
